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	The Project Management Advisor: 18 Major Project Screw-Ups, and How to Cut Them off at the Pass, 9780131490475 (0131490478), FT Press, 2004

	This is the eBook version of the printed book.


	This is your complete, hands-on guide to saving projects in trouble. 


	Drawing on 20 years of frontline project management experience, Lonnie Pacelli identifies the 18 most pervasive causes of project failure: their causes, early warning signs, and how to fix them before it’s too late.


	Here’s just some of what you’ll learn...


	...how to focus on the right problem, find and keep the right sponsors, realistically determine scope,uncover hidden risks, write more effective project plans...


	...involve the right people, get your whole team on the same page...


	...deal with vendors who don’t deliver... manage and minimize cost overruns...


	...communicate more effectively...test right, train right...


	...streamline that last, endless 10% and finish strong...


	...and more...


	...a whole lot more.


	If you’re a working project manager, consultant, or team leader, this book is your secret weapon. It’s fast. Relevant. Practical. Easy to read. Easy to use. Above all: it works.


	Running a project? Smell trouble? Get this book.


	Here are specific, practical, immediate solutions for all 18 key causes of project failure.


	Here’s how to diagnose problems before they get out of control. And fix them.


	Here’s how to keep any project on track. And any career.


	What to do when you’re...
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Oracle Performance Survival Guide: A Systematic Approach to Database OptimizationPrentice Hall, 2009
Oracle Performance Survival Guide offers a structured, systematic, start-to-finish methodology for optimizing Oracle performance as efficiently as possible. Leading Oracle expert Guy Harrison shows how to maximize your tuning investment by focusing on causes rather than symptoms, and by quickly identifying the areas...


		

Windows PowerShell for DevelopersO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Want to perform programming tasks better, faster, simpler, and make them repeatable? Take a deep dive into Windows PowerShell and discover what this distributed automation platform can do. Whether you’re a .NET developer or IT pro, this concise guide will show you how PowerShell’s scripting language can help you be more...



		

Linux All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Eight minibooks in one volume cover every important aspect of Linux and everything you need to know to pass level-1 certification


	Linux All-in-One For Dummies explains everything you need to get up and running with the popular Linux operating system. Written in the friendly and accessible For Dummies style, the book...





	

Data Mining: Foundations and Practice (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2008

	The IEEE ICDM 2004 workshop on the Foundation of Data Mining and the IEEE ICDM 2005 workshop on the Foundation of Semantic Oriented Data and Web Mining focused on topics ranging from the foundations of data mining to new data mining paradigms. The workshops brought together both data mining researchers and practitioners to discuss these two...

		

Oracle PL/SQL Programming, 4th EditionO'Reilly, 2005
For the past ten years, O'Reilly's Oracle PL/SQL Programming has been the bestselling book  on PL/SQL, Oracle's powerful procedural language. Packed with examples and  helpful recommendations, the book has helped everyone--from novices to  experienced developers, and from Oracle Forms developers...


		

Hydraulic StructuresTaylor & Francis, 2001
The main aim of the book, i.e. to provide a text for final year undergraduate and for postgraduate students, remains the same as for the previous two editions; we also hope that researchers, designers and operators of the many types of structures covered in the book will continue to find the text of interest and a stimulating, up-to-date reference...
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